Expanded Diatonic and Bass-Enhanced Triads


For Expanded Diatonic and Power-Bass Triad Course(s)

[C/Cb
C7
 Eb/Bb
 Eb
 F/Bb
 Bb\(\Delta 9n03\)]

[\#1
G
 Bb
 Eb
 E]

[\#2
G
 C
 C7
 Eb
 Bb\(\Delta 9n03\)]

[\#3
G
 Bb
 Eb7
 Gb/D
 Gb
 Ab/Db
 Db\(\Delta 9n03\)]

[\#4
G
 F/Bb
 Bb\(\Delta 9n03\)
 F/G
 G/A
 G/C
 A/B]

[Repeat, and then add →
A/D
 Da9n03
 B/C#
 C\#11
 B/E
 Ea9n03
 C\#/D#
 D\#11]
After establishing the key of Ab:

Driving 8ths bass

For Expanded Diatonic and/or Bass-Enhanced Triads
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